A miniature 7g jumping robot
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Abstract—Jumping can be a very efficient mode of locomotion for small robots to overcome large obstacles and travel in natural, rough terrain. In this paper we present the development and characterization of a novel 5cm, 7g jumping robot. It can jump obstacles more than 27 times its own size and outperforms existing jumping robots by one order of magnitude with respect to jump height per weight and jump height per size. It employs elastic elements in a four bar linkage leg system to allow for very powerful jumps and adjustment of the jumping force, take-off angle and force profile during the acceleration phase.

I. INTRODUCTION

Small robots have big problems when it comes to efficient locomotion in natural and rough terrains. This effect is usually referred to as the "Size Grain Hypothesis" [1], which is described as an "increase in environmental rugosity with decreasing body size". One possibility to tackle this problem is to adopt a jumping mechanism.

The main advantages of using jumping as a principle mode of locomotion for small scale systems are (i) the ability to overcome large obstacles [2][3], (ii) its energetic efficiency compared to other locomotion methods such as crawling, walking or running [4][5] and (iii) the possibility to use a light weight low force actuator to slowly charge an elastic element and obtain very powerful jumps after release [6][7][8].

This paper presents the development and characterization of a versatile 7g jumping mechanism (figure 1) that can overcome obstacles of around 1.4m height. It is adjustable in take-off angle, jumping height and force profile during the jump and is designed to accommodate different types of bodies and payloads (see a movie of the prototype in the accompanying video material).

To date, there have been several projects on jumping robots (see table I for an overview of jumping robots with on-board energy and control) for different applications and weights. The most closely related jumping device to the mechanism presented here in terms of weight and size is the Grillo project [9]. However, the prototypes presented so far jump distances of only a few centimeters.

In the following sections, we first introduce the underlying calculations of jumping force and energy, outline our design methodology, present its implementation in Computer Aided Design (CAD) and optimization using Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Finally we describe the working prototype and characterize its jumping performance.

II. DESIGN

In order to design and adequately dimension the structural parts of our jumping robot, we estimated the required energy for jumping and the forces acting on the system. As a performance benchmark, we decided to design the system to be capable of overcoming an obstacle of 1m height $h$ at a takeoff angle $\alpha_0$ of 75° with a total system mass $m$ of 10g (figure 2).

Moreover, to be able to optimize the efficiency of the transmission of energy from the legs to jumping height, we have to design the mechanism that can translate the input torque into a designable vertical and horizontal force profile on the ground. This is very important for light weight robots to prevent forces from being too high at the beginning of the acceleration phase which can cause the system to take-off before all the energy has been released [5]. It also can facilitate jumps on slippery surfaces where too much horizontal force at the beginning of the jump may lead to friction problems [13]. Therefore, we choose to implement a four bar linkage design for the legs (figure 3). Using this design offers the possibility to modify the take-off angle by adjustment of distance $(e)$, the acceleration time by adjustment of distances $(a)$ and $(c)$ and the trajectory of the foot tip $P$ by adjustment of the ratio $(b)/(d)$ (figure 4).

Based on the calculations of the forces acting on the
TABLE I
STATE OF THE ART ON JUMPING ROBOTS WITH ON BOARD ENERGY AND CONTROL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>mass [g]</th>
<th>approx. jump height [cm]</th>
<th>jump height per mass [cm/g]</th>
<th>approx. jump height per size [-]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rescue robot [10]</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimalist jumping robot [11]</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jollbot [5]</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>21.8</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scout [12]</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-Whegs [3]</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grillo [9]</td>
<td>8-80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.63-0.06</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jumping robot presented here</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>19.77</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2. Sketch of the jump. Jumping height \(h\), take-off angle \(\alpha_0\), take-off velocity \(v_0\) horizontal \(\dot{x}(t)\) and vertical \(\dot{y}(t)\) velocity during flight and horizontal velocity on the top of the jumping trajectory \(v_{top}\).

A. Jump energy

Based on ballistic jump kinematics, the force balance on the system during jump (figure 2) can be expressed as:

\[
F_x(t) = -F_{air}(t) \cdot \cos(\alpha(t))
\]

(1)

\[
F_y(t) = -F_{air}(t) \cdot \sin(\alpha(t)) - F_g
\]

(2)

with \(F_x(t)\) being the horizontal and \(F_y(t)\) the vertical force component, \(F_g\) the weight, \(F_{air}(t)\) the air friction and \(\alpha(t)\) the angle of the flight direction.

As a first model of the air friction force \(F_{air}(t)\) we assume [14]:

\[
F_{air}(t) = \frac{1}{2} \rho v^2(t) A c_d
\]

(3)

with \(\rho\) as the air density, \(v(t)\) the velocity of the system, \(A\) the frontal area and \(c_d\) the drag coefficient.

Using these equations and the trigonometric relationship

\[
\alpha(t) = \arctan(\frac{\dot{y}(t)}{\dot{x}(t)})
\]

(4)

we obtain a system of two nonlinear second order differential equations with \(\dot{x}(t)\) being the horizontal and \(\dot{y}(t)\) the vertical velocity. Accordingly, \(\ddot{x}(t)\) is the horizontal and \(\ddot{y}(t)\) the vertical acceleration:

\[
\ddot{x}(t) = -\frac{1}{2m} \rho A c_d \cos(\arctan(\frac{\dot{y}(t)}{\dot{x}(t)})) \cdot (\dot{x}(t)^2 + \dot{y}(t)^2)
\]

(5)

\[
\ddot{y}(t) = -\frac{1}{2m} [2mg + \rho A c_d \sin(\arctan(\frac{\dot{y}(t)}{\dot{x}(t)})) \cdot (\dot{x}(t)^2 + \dot{y}(t)^2)]
\]

(6)
The initial conditions can be expressed as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{x}(0) &= \cos(\alpha_0) \cdot v_0 \\
\dot{y}(0) &= \sin(\alpha_0) \cdot v_0 \\
x(0) &= 0 \\
y(0) &= 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(7) (8) (9) (10)

However, the frontal area \( A \) and the drag coefficient \( c_d \) are not known exactly, a priori, and have to be estimated. The fact that our robot is very similar to jumping animals such as desert locusts, allows us to adopt data from animal studies to provide a first approximation. We model the robot as a cylindrical body (length \( l \) of 100mm and radius \( r \) of 40mm), as suggested by Bennet-Clark [7] and used for locusts. Assuming the flight direction in line with the body axis, a take-off angle \( \alpha \) of 20°, a friction coefficient \( c_d \) of 1.3 [7] and an air density \( \rho \) of 1.2kg/m\(^3\) we solved this system of differential equations numerically using a Runge-Kutta (4,5) solver [15] and obtained a required take-off velocity \( v_0 \) of 4.05m/s.

This corresponds to an initial kinetic energy \( E_{\text{kin0}} \) of

\[
E_{\text{kin0}} = \frac{1}{2} m v_0^2 = 82mJ
\]  

(11)

Introducing a security factor that accounts for eventual additional losses in the leg structure and consulting available off the shelf components, we decided to design the system for an energy of up to 154mJ.

Based on this energy, the acceleration phase and forces acting on the system can be estimated. If we assume constant acceleration and an approximate acceleration distance of 3cm to discharge 154mJ, we obtain a force of 5.1N acting on the system for a duration of 10.8ms. This approximation of force and energy was used for the dimensioning phase that follows.

The total system mass of 10g as assumed in the beginning consists of the jumping mechanism including battery, electronics and as much payload as possible. It is thus of interest to decrease the weight of the actual jumping mechanism in order to either allow for more payload or jump higher with the same payload (equation 11). Another important issue is the distribution of mass between the leg and the main body. This influence can be described with the help of the so called ‘cost of transport’ \( T \) [4] which is defined as the kinetic energy of a jumping system divided by the mass and distance of a jump. It can therefore be used as an indicator for the jumping efficiency. With \( m \) as the mass of the entire system, \( a \cdot m \) as the leg mass and \((1 - a) \cdot m\) as the body mass we can express the cost of transport as (figure 8):

\[
T = \frac{g}{2(1-a) \sin(2\alpha)}
\]  

(12)

Reducing the fraction \( a \), even slightly, allows us to decrease the cost function \( T \) and obtain an efficient jumping mechanism. Hence, we optimized the leg structure using FEA on the main leg (figure 1).

B. Mechanical design

As calculated, during the acceleration phase, an energy of 154mJ has to be released in only 10.8ms, which corresponds to 14.2W. Since there is no actuator capable of producing that much power at a weight of only a few grams, we decided to design a mechanisms which can be charged slowly, store the energy in a spring and release it on demand using a click mechanism. This mechanical principle is used by several small jumping animals, such as frogs [6], locusts [7], springtails [16], click beetles [4] and fleas [8].

Two torsion springs, used as elastic elements, are located on the leg axis which are connected to the main leg and the body (figure 5). To charge these two springs, a small (0.66g 4mm DC) pager motor actuates a cam and rotates the leg lever arm by 80° for one charge cycle. The shape of the cam has been specifically designed to yield a constant torque on the motor through a four stage gearbox system. In order to keep the weight as low as possible, we choose two 0.2mm gears with 60 teeth (figure 6 (1) and (2)) and a third stage 0.3mm gearwheel (3) with 81 teeth. This resulted in a total gear weight of 0.63g with an overall efficiency of 61% (assuming an efficiency of 85% for each stage). The total transmission ratio is 1266 and allows for motor speeds of around 8000t/min with a constant motor torque of only 0.038mNm.
C. Structure optimization using FEA

According to structural mechanics [17], when using aluminium for the main leg material, we determined that a diameter of 2.2mm is needed to support the force of 5.1N where we assume a uniaxial stress condition, a leg length of 4cm and a security factor of 1.2. In order to minimize the leg weight while keeping its required strength, we performed a 2D FEA on a simplified model of the main leg using commercial FEA software (ANSYS). The analysis indicates that the main stress lies close to the axis and on the surface perpendicular to the force vector (figure 7). Therefore, we removed the unnecessary material in the middle section of the leg to obtain a structurally beneficial H-shape which lead to a mass reduction of the main leg from 0.99g to 0.76g (23.2%). This also reduced the fraction $a$ (equation 12) by 23.4% from 0.174 to 0.132. Thus, an improvement of the cost function of 4.7% (figure 8) has been obtained for the jumping mechanism by optimizing the shape and weight of the main leg.

III. RESULTS

A. Prototype

The prototype (figure 1) consists of the gearbox including motor, gearwheels and cam, the main leg, 1.3mm carbon rods as feet, the infrared receiver and a 10mAh Lithium Polymer battery. As described earlier, changing the proportions of the feet leads to a change in take-off angle, acceleration time and foot trajectory. The amount of energy that will be stored in the springs can be adjusted by changing the spring setting (figure 6 (F)) between 106mJ and 154mJ in steps of 6mJ. The two body plates consist of a material called Cibatool. It is commonly used for rapid prototyping, possesses an excellent machinability and low weight. The cam and gears are manufactured from Polyoxymethylene (POM) due to its low weight and low surface friction coefficient. For critical structural parts in the body and legs we used Polyetheretherketone (PEEK) due to its very high strength-to-weight ratio (see table II for a selection of properties of the materials that have been used). Table III presents the weight budget of the robot. The entire and fully functional remote controlled prototype weights 6.98g in its current form. Further weight reduction could be achieved by optimizing the body frame and by using a smaller infrared receiver and battery.
### B. Jumping performance

For the characterization of the jumping performance, we set the leg segment (a) and (c) to 40mm, (b) and (d) to 12.5mm and (e) to 44mm (figure 3) in order to obtain a take-off angle of $75^\circ$ and we observed the jumps using a high speed camera running at 1000 frames per second. We recorded the jump of the 7g jumping prototype without additional mass (figure 9 a.) and with additional 3g of lead in order to simulate a payload (figure 9 b.).

The maximal height obtained without additional payload was 138cm. The acceleration time is 15ms, the initial take-off velocity 5.96m/s and the velocity at the top 0.9m/s. The complete jump duration is 1.02s and the traveled distance 79cm. This means that the prototype presented here is capable of overcoming obstacles of more than 27 times its own body size.

The prototype with an additional weight of 3g reached a height of 1.05m with a velocity of 1m/s at the top and an initial take-off velocity of 4.2m/s. This take-off velocity compares very well to the predicted 4.05m/s take-off velocity as modeled in the design phase. However, the acceleration time of 19ms is much longer than the 10.8ms from the prediction. We argue that this is due to a slightly longer acceleration distance of 3.2cm instead of 3cm from the model, inertia effects and friction in the leg axis.

Figure 10 depicts a complete take-off sequence of the...
jumping prototype including the 3g payload. In order to illustrate the adaptability of the jumping force, we also characterized the jump height and acceleration time for the two weight setups at different spring settings (figure 11).

The motor recharges the mechanism for one jump cycle in 3.5s while sinking 95mA. This results in a power consumption of 352mW at 3.7V. The 10mAh provided by the LiPo battery would thus theoretically allow for 6.3min of continuous recharging or approximately 108 jumps.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a versatile 7g remote controlled jumping robot prototype that has an adjustable take-off angle, jumping force and force profile during take-off. As with many small jumping animals such as frogs, locusts, click beetles and fleas, it charges an elastic element and releases it quickly using a click mechanism so to obtain very powerful jumps. It can jump obstacles more than 27 times its own size and clearly outperforms existing jumping robots with respect to jump height per weight and jump height per size. Using a 10mA LiPo battery, it can theoretically perform up to 108 jumps which corresponds to a height difference of 148m.

This jumping mechanism could form the propulsion system of a miniature mobile robot or be used for self-deployment of sensors. Our current research efforts aim at combining it with a foldable wing mechanism based on our previously presented 1.5g microglider [18] that would allow the robot to jump and glide towards a desired location.
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